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\caption{In E-Map constructed from the unstructured social media messages, a city is represented by a keyword extracted from events, where color gradient conveys the temporal evolution of events (a). The towns surrounding the city are shaped by the messages of specific keywords. Rivers represent highlighted social media users’ behaviors of reposting (e.g. retweeting) (b). Users’ trajectories and connections on the map encode the user behaviors of discussing different themes (curved black trajectories) and the information diffusion directions (straight gray connections). E-Map supports multi-level spatial and temporal exploration (c).}
\end{figure}

\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Significant events are often discussed and spread through social media, involving many people. Reposting activities and opinions expressed in social media offer good opportunities to understand the evolution of events. However, the dynamics of reposting activities and the diversity of user comments pose challenges to understand event-related social media data. We propose E-Map, a visual analytics approach that uses map-like visualization tools to help multi-faceted analysis of social media data on a significant event and in-depth understanding of the development of the event. E-Map transforms extracted keywords, messages, and reposting behaviors into map features such as cities, towns, and rivers to build a structured and semantic space for users to explore. It also visualizes complex posting and reposting behaviors as simple trajectories and connections that can be easily followed. By supporting multi-level spatial temporal exploration, E-Map helps to reveal the patterns of event development and key players in an event, disclosing the ways they shape and affect the development of the event. Two cases analysing real-world events confirm the capacities of E-Map in facilitating the analysis of event evolution with social media data.
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\section{INTRODUCTION}

Social media plays an important role in discussing and disseminating information about significant events. Nowadays, when a significant event first makes its appearance on social media, it will be picked up by followers who not only repost messages, but also contribute their views and opinions. An event that goes viral often has millions of people involved, leading to various discussions on issues related to it. The US election and terrorist attacks in Europe in 2016 are examples of such events.

The use of social media on such significant events offers excellent opportunities to understand the factors that may make an event go viral, the evolution patterns of events, and the reasons that motivate people to be involved in discussions. This is because social media data is multivariate and has rich information derived from the posting and reposting interactions among people. This information includes message contents, people, people’s relationships, and time. However, the complexity of social media data also poses challenges to obtaining deep insights into events and their developments. The first challenge faced is the large number of people involved in significant events. When an event is retweeted hundreds of thousands of times, as seen in the 2016 US election, analyzing their tweets and retweets would require great efforts. Another challenge is related to the diversity of the contents added into the reposted messages, which may include simple comments or heated debates. The different semantics of the contents demand appropriate tools to identify and summarize themes. Furthermore, the development of an event may be unpredictable and surprising. Political events may stir more diverse discussions than sporting events, and may even lead to subsequent events. New tools are therefore needed to analyze such diverse events and their developments.

To understand people’s behaviors related to significant events from social media data, we need to have a proper tool to identify and analyze the dynamic information diffusion process based on users’
reposting behaviors. Efforts have been made to analyze social media events from multiple perspectives. Some research investigates an event by examining the dissemination of a single message [8,42], but they face difficulties in deriving event overview and understanding event stages. To help understand event stages, some researchers explore the dynamic evolution of keywords [4], topics [18, 59] and sentiments [63] during specific events. Their work, which adopts the river-based visual metaphor, clearly identifies the evolutionary pattern of an event. Such approaches usually ignore the contributions of posters and re-posters to the changes of the semantics of events and their developments.

To better support the need for the analysis of dynamic features of social media contents related to significant events, we propose E-Map, a visual analytics method, to provide an exploratory summary for multi-faceted events covered by social media (Figure 1). Under our approach, representative keywords extracted from social media messages are visualized as cities, and messages related to these keywords become towns. The distances of towns to their affiliated city are determined by the time at which messages were posted. A city and its surrounding towns form a region, which represents the theme of a set of messages. Connections between regions indicate the close relationships among the themes they represent. Rivers going through different regions reflect the reposting activities that concern multiple themes. Connected regions form a continent, while an island symbolizes isolated theme(s). The temporal evolution of the cities, towns, rivers, continents, and islands portrays the multiple facets of the development of an event. Key information such as the issues discussed, key people involved, and their posting behaviors at different stages are organically fused in a spatial and temporal environment, which can be easily navigated and interacted with.

Our research makes the following contributions:

- **A Novel Visual Metaphor for Event Summary based on Social Media Data**. The exploratory map provides semantic summaries of key features of an event and its development. The map fuses the multi-faceted information and enables users to explore the event development with an intuitive visual metaphor.

- **Spatial Temporal Visual Analytics of User Behaviors in Social Media**. User behaviors are encoded as spatial objects on the map. Our visual analytics system enables analyzing how the participations of key players affect the development of an event with a map metaphor.

- **Analysis of Interesting Cases on Real-world Social Media Data**. We analyze real-world events with the proposed method. Factors that affect the evolution of significant events and the patterns of discussions are revealed by our method.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews related work while Section 3 introduces the social media data, the definition of an event and its features. After the design of E-Map is presented in detail in Section 4, we explain how users can explore the multi-faceted information of social media data with the E-Map tool in Section 5. In Section 6, we demonstrate the use of our tools through two case studies and finally, we conclude the paper with its limitations and future work that can be done.

## 2 Related Work

Social media visual analytics draws attentions from researchers recently [14,44,58]. We review related research in the field.

### 2.1 Social Network Visualization and Analytics

We sum up two important categories of social networks in social media visualization, namely follower network [24] and messages diffusion network [51]. The goals of visual analytics for these social networks include social communities detection [41], key player identification [10,57,60], and information diffusion analysis [47,61]. To visualize the follower network, most of existing visualization techniques focus on network structures with node-link diagrams [24], adjacency matrices [25], and a NodeTrix representation [26]. Recently, researchers have analyzed information diffusion and reposting relationships in social media with visual analytics [8,42,51]. Whisper [8] is one of the earliest visual analytics work to represent and analyze the spatial-temporal information diffusion process. WeiboEvents [42] provides three layouts, including a tree layout, a circular layout, and a sail layout for diffusion analysis. Most of these techniques focus on capturing the structure of a social network. However, none of them focus on the multi-faceted information diffusion combined with reposters’ network to analyze the events, which is the focus of our paper.

### 2.2 Event Detection with Visual Analytics

Users generate content (e.g., text, images, and multi-media) to share information, give opinions, spread news and connect with others [17,30,31]. Social media can quickly reflect and affect significant events in real world. Wanner et al. summarize four types of event detection methods, including clustering, classification, statistical methods and other algorithmic methods [56]. From a visual analytics perspective, Dou et al. [18] derive multiple topics from the event and visualize them with parallel time lines. Their extended systems support users to analyze the reasons why events break out and identify the sources and related events [43,53]. Further, researchers detect hierarchical topics in events from social media with topic modeling [19] and tree-cut algorithm [16]. TwitInfo [38] applies statistical methods to detect the peak amounts of messages as events. Based on the normal patterns in information diffusion networks, Zhao et al. propose FluxFlow [62], to identify and visualize the abnormal events in social discussions with classifiers. Besides textual information, researchers also detect events and anomalies with spatial temporal information in social media [15,36,37]. Chae et al. use seasonal-trend decomposition to detect events along the time [11,12]. Thom et al. propose ScatterBlog series [6,48,49] to support event detection for situation awareness. Though these proposed methods can detect and visualize events, providing an exploratory semantic summary of key features of the event development with multi-faceted information, to our best of knowledge, has not been done before. This is the research goal in our work.

### 2.3 Event Evolution Visual Analytics

Event evolution visual analytics focuses on visualizing sequence trends, outliers, dynamic patterns and event relationships [20]. In social media, researchers investigate the evolution of keywords, topics, multimedia and user behaviors. WordCloud [52] is a common approach used to visualize events profiled with derived keywords. To explore the dynamic features of words, Archamault et al. [4] propose ThemeCrowds, a hierarchical word cloud, to investigate trends of keywords in political events. Hu et al. [28] propose SentenTree and use the co-occurrence patterns of keywords for sporting events analysis. Beyond keywords, researchers investigate the influence and evolution of topics in social media, which summarizes the events with semantics. Xu et al. first visualize the competition behaviors among topics in the social media with a river metaphor [60]. Furthermore, Sun et al. find that the relationships among topics include not only competition but also collaboration [46]. Researchers also use interchange features [59] and glyphs [32] on the rivers to reflect user behaviors in event propagation in social media. Besides keywords and topics, multi-media streams are also frequently derived to identify event evolution [5,58]. We can observe that intrinsically dynamic features lead many researchers to use river metaphors to visualize event evolution [46,54,59,60,63], keenly illustrating the idea of growth and change of subjects over time. However, in a river design with a time axis, other information can only be shown in one dimension, limiting the visualization of multi-faceted information.
Our focus is to analyze the relationships among active users and how they influence event evolution. Thus, we choose to construct a map composed with multi-faceted event evolution.

2.4 Map-like Visualization for Network Data

Map is a traditional, familiar and well-understood way to represent spatial-temporal data. There is a large number of work dealing with spatial temporal visual analytics [2, 3]. The focus of our paper is to use the map visual metaphor to represent the non-spatial information, especially for network data in social media. Researchers propose GMap, an interactive visualization that transforms social networks into maps to highlight communities [22] and visualizes dynamic network data [27, 39]. While these works are good at presenting mental maps in a naturalistic and humanistic approach through map-like visual metaphors, they focus less on social media data. In the field of social media, Cao et al. [9] project a social interaction graph onto a triangle map showing the multi-dimensional attributes. Similarly, Gunsner et al. propose the dynamic map generation techniques for Twitter data [23]. Later, Liu et al. propose a compact rectangle-map generation method for visual search and space map [34]. Our previous work, D-Map [13], introduces a hexagon-based map visualization to analyze user-centric information diffusion patterns among social-media users. These visualizations are capable and intuitive. However, there is no map design targeting the analysis of significant events in social media. The complexity of event evolution analysis requires a novel structured visual representation, which is our research motivation.

3 Data Description

In this section, we introduce the data, provide a definition of an event in the context of social media, and discuss our event features.

3.1 Social Media Data

There are several popular social media platforms, including Twitter and Sina Weibo. We use Sina Weibo data, but our approach can be applied to other social media platforms. Several popular social media platforms exist, including Twitter and Sina Weibo. In our research, data from Sina Weibo is used, but our approach can be applied to other social media platforms. By manually extracting popular keywords and hashtags discussing specific events, we use these words and hashtags as query terms to generate events of interest. Social media allows users to emphasize the theme of their messages by using hashtag. A hashtag is often associated with real-world events and can help people search for relevant messages quickly. For example, when discussing the White House executive order to restrict the entry of people from some countries into the US, many social media used the #travelban hashtag. Despite its popularity, hashtag is not used in every message. For messages without a hashtag, keyword-based search is still the primary method to locate them. For example, using the query "travel ban" can give us messages that also discuss the executive order.

Our crawler gathers messages that contain the keywords and hashtags and searches for reposting messages rooted from those source messages. Each message contains information such as the timestamp, message ID, ID of the reposted message, content, and user ID. A hierarchical structure is built to reflect the reposting relationship among messages: a reposted message is a parent, while all messages reposting it are children. With the source data and the message hierarchy, we further analyze the temporal patterns, user behaviors, information diffusion patterns and semantics of an event.

3.2 Definition of Event

In our research, an event is defined as a social phenomenon or a real-world story that is associated with a hashtag or a keyword in social media. Our interest in an event also includes its development. We see an event dynamically changing with multiple stages, and involving many people who post and repost messages related to the event. In each stage, what people discuss can be about the event itself, or other topics derived from the event. The change of topics and the development of event stages are shaped by people’s messages and behaviors.

3.3 Event Features

We summarize the features of an event from four perspectives:

- **D1: Multiple Stages**: New event stages may emerge with additional new materials. Additionally, subsequent events can be generated by discussions, by new opinions, or by new participants.
- **D2: Influences from People**: Key players, such as opinion leaders with a large number of followers, can shape the discussion of an event. Besides, victims or dissidents of an event can also shift the development of the event. All these people are critical to the development of an event.
- **D3: Posting and Reposting Behaviors**: The behavior of continuous posting with specific hashtags and keywords exposes an event to the public. Reposting behaviors lead to information diffusion with new opinions and materials generated.
- **D4: Dynamic Changes of Thematic Discussions**: Discussion themes can merge, split, disappear, or resurface in different stages of an event. The themes of discussion also vary in different participating users and event stages.

4 E-MAP

In this section, we discuss the motivation, design requirements for analyzing events, visual encodings and steps of map construction.

4.1 Motivation: Semantic Map

There are two types of simple presentations to visualize dynamic events, that is, the network-based representation (e.g., node-link diagram) and the space-filling based representation (e.g., Voronoi, treemap). The network-based representation shows the connections...
among objects but wastes blank regions. Moreover, it leads to the hair-ball clutter when there is a large number of nodes. Space-filling based representation makes full use of space and visualizes the spatial distribution of objects. However, it fails to present to connection between objects, making it hard to identify object relationships. Therefore, we need a visual design combining these advantages while providing semantic understanding.

We choose to use a map metaphor for our design for two reasons. First, a map offers a structured and semantic space for organizing information. Events and event features in our research are all based on social media messages, which are usually not structured in a way that supports the analysis of the themes and stages. A map can exhibit various types of information through different map components, including object shape, map color, and terrain. Mapping relevant information into a 2D surface with certain semantic structures can help people better understand events. Second, a map is a graphical representation that people are familiar with. People are familiar with the objects on a map, such as land, city, river, island, and continent, as well as the spatial relationship among them. Users may find it easy to learn and use map-like visualization tools if a map is used appropriately in the design.

4.2 Design Requirements

Our overall goal is to support the visual analysis of events based on social media. We will design a visualization overview to help users gain a high-level understanding of an event, as well as in-depth analytical tools that can be used to explore multi-faceted features of an event. Here, we summarize our design requirements:

- **R1**: Providing a view for event summary with semantics and temporal trends. Multiple thematic discussions should be identified and visualized (D4). This view can guide the in-depth analysis of different event stages. (D1).
- **R2**: Grouping messages based on their similarity in discussing themes and reposting relationships. The distributions of keywords extracted from messages should be visualized to help users understand the themes, their popularity (D2) and reposting relationship (D3).
- **R3**: Detecting and presenting themes in different time periods. Keywords in different time periods should be visualized to help users see the change of themes (D4), and to infer the thematic evolution of an event at different stages (D1).
- **R4**: Identifying behavior patterns of social media users in posting and reposting messages. How key players’ behavior influences event evolution should be identified (D2). Further supports for identifying these key players, their discussions, how and when they are involved should be provided (D3).

In our research, we build a semantic map to meet the above design requirements R1 to R3 and integrate various interactive tools on the map (Section 5) to support R4, as well as R1 to R3.

4.3 Semantic Map Design and Visual Encoding

**Map Overview**: E-Map is built with social media messages. Both the original messages and information derived from them are used for map construction (Figure 3). Event features can be mapped to map features with semantics, including cities, towns, regions, rivers, and continents (R1).

**City**: A city encodes a discussion keyword (Figure 3 - keyword city). These keywords are derived from the most popular words in social media messages in different time periods of an event. The size of a city corresponds to the number of messages containing the keyword. A city is the center of a geographic region, as the top keyword is the thematic center of messages. The distances of cities are determined by the closeness of keywords in the reposting relations and the sequential temporal relationship. Thus, users can observe the temporal trends of keywords on the map (R3).

**Town**: Towns are messages with high affiliations to a specific city (Figure 3 - message town). Towns are located around cities. The distance between a town and its city encodes time interval. The first message with the keyword is put at the center of the city, while the newest message stays farthest from the city. Thus, users can identify the message distribution regarding keywords and time (R3). To make the design more scalable, messages within nearer time stamps can be merged into one town, the size of which encodes the message number.

**Region**: Cities, their affiliated towns, and the territories between them form regions. A region has only one city (one discussion keyword), but many affiliated towns (messages). The size and shape of a region are decided by the locations of the city and towns inside it. Dashed lines specify region boundaries. The connections of multiple regions reflect the closeness of the reposting relationships and temporal relationships among the messages with the keywords that these regions represent (R1).

**River**: A river in a map symbolizes the connection of heavy reposting relations between regions. A river starts from a source region and ends in a target region, indicating that there are a large number of people who repost messages containing the keyword of the source region and whose messages also have the keyword of the target region. Thus, a river provides the hint of information diffusion and the evolution of discussions, based on features extracted from the reposting behaviors of social media users (R4).

**Continent and Island**: Large connected regions form continents, while smaller, isolated regions create islands. The connection of regions reflects information diffusion in terms of discussion keywords. The layout of continents and islands, with cities and towns, shows the distribution of themes and the multi-faceted relations (R1).

With regards to color mapping, we use color to encode time information because the temporal evolution of events (R3) is an important target of analysis. We have several design constraints. First, the color map should allow users to perceive the temporal change and sequence of relevant event features. Second, the mapping should be sequentially and perceptually uniform [50]. Lastly, the mapping applied to different map features should be consistent. Based on these requirements, we choose the “inferno” perceptually-uniform color scheme [1].

![Figure 3: Visual encoding of the map. The map is constructed from social media messages. Key features of an event, including discussion themes, involved messages, and reposting behaviors are mapped to cities, towns, and rivers, respectively. Continents and islands are formed based on the similarity and connection of cities and towns. Any feature with a temporal attribute is color-coded and color mapping is based on the “inferno” perceptually-uniform color scheme [1].](image-url)
4.4 E-Map Construction

E-Map construction includes two steps: graph construction and map generation (Figure 4).

4.4.1 Multi-Entity Graph Construction

According to our definition of the event, time and discussion themes are important features. The input is social media messages $M = (m_1, m_2, ..., m_l, m_m)$, while the output is the multi-entity graph $G = (N, E)$, where $N = (K, M, T)$ includes discussion keywords $K$, messages $M$, and virtual time nodes $T$. The edges have three types of relations $E = (KK, KT, KM)$, namely keywords to keywords $KK$, keywords to time nodes $KT$, and messages to keywords $MK$.

Keyword Extraction within Time Periods: The themes dynamically change as multiple people discuss different themes at different time periods. We first derive keywords from the original text in all messages. In the analysis of events, we not only care about high-frequency keywords but also have an interest in high-frequency keywords in certain time periods. Based on this motivation, we split the time into different periods and calculate the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) in each period. We extract the keywords with top TF-IDF values in each period. By merging the duplicated keywords, we get a keyword set $K = (k_1, k_2, ..., k_l, k_m)$. In addition, we construct a virtual time node set $T = (t_1, t_2, ..., t_l, t_m)$, which indicates the span of time periods. We also add edges $K/T$ between the keyword $K_i$ and their associated time node $T_j$.

Reposting Relationship Mapping for Keywords: For each keyword, we can obtain all messages containing the keyword. We extract the reposting relationship from all messages. If a message with a target keyword $K_i$ reposts a message from a source keyword $K_j$, an edge $K_i/K_j$ is added between the pair of the keywords.

Two-round Multi-Entity Graph Layout: Based on the above operations, we get an initial graph $G' = (N', E')$, where $N' = (K, T)$ and $E' = (KK, KT)$). We initially apply the force-directed layout algorithm [21] with the simulation of stable results [29] to graph $G'$ (Figure 4a). It makes the layout results of multiple runs of simulation similar and ensures the final map layout consistent for the same event. The goal of the initial layout is to reflect the reposting relation $(KK)$ and to pull the keywords together within the same time periods $(KT)$. However, there may be nodes that are too close to each other. To make node distribution more uniform, we employ the Lloyd algorithm [35] to adjust the locations of those points with a short distance in the second round of layout tuning. In addition, we add node $M_i$ and the edge $M_i/K_j$ between the message node $M_i$ and the keyword $K_j$ to recalculate the layout (Figure 4b). The rule for adding the edge $MK$ is to connect the most representative keywords of the message nodes so that the construction complexity can be reduced and the positions of message nodes are interpretable. Important keywords with a large number of messages gain larger space and push away other nodes. Furthermore, to maintain the general $G'$ layout, we use smaller charge and strength of nodes $M$ and edges $MK$ compared with forces in $G'$. The general force can be represented as:

$$f_a = d^2/k, k = \sqrt{\text{area}/n}$$

where $d$ is the distance between two nodes, $k$ represents the ideal distance of links and $n$ represents the corresponding nodes number.

Thus, the positions of cities (keywords) and towns (messages) are determined in a multi-entity graph $G$ as the input of the map layout.

4.4.2 Map Layout

The input of map construction is the multi-faceted graph with calculated positions. With the input graph $G$, the map layout step produces its output, an E-Map with cities, towns, regions specified by boundaries, rivers, continents, and islands (Algorithm 1). The basic data structure used in this step is a Voronoi grid.

Splatting on a Voronoi Grid: (Figure 4c) Initially, according to the screen size, we randomly project the seed points in a 2D space. More seed points lead to more precise boundaries in a map design. In our implementation, we choose 4,096 points, considering the trade-off between visual aesthetics and computational efficiency. We apply the Lloyd algorithm [35] to generate a relatively uniform distribution of points. With these points, we construct a Voronoi grid and use it as the base for map terrain. Several requirements are considered when we choose the Voronoi grid. First, the polygon in Voronoi is irregular, similar to the real-world terrain. Second, from the algorithmic perspective, the neighborhood representation is convenient to maintain based on Delaunay Triangulation. Based on the input positions of keyword nodes, message nodes and sampled points from reposting links derived from the graph $G$, we make a splatting of each node to the Voronoi triangles with a Gaussian Kernel (Algorithm 1 step-c). The Density $(D)$ of each point in Voronoi with position $(P)$ can be calculated as:

$$D = \sum_{n=1}^{N_k} \alpha_n^k N(P|\mu_k, \sigma_k^2) + \sum_{m=1}^{M_m} \alpha_m^k N(P|\mu_m, \sigma_m^2) + \sum_{i=1}^{L_k} \alpha_i^k N(P|\mu_i, \sigma_i^2),$$

in which $N_k$, $M_m$ and $L_k$ are the number of keyword nodes, message nodes and sampled nodes from reposting links. $\alpha$ is the weight of each feature, which corresponds to the count of nodes. $\mu$ and $\sigma$ are the position of the node and radius of the Gaussian Kernel of each node, respectively. The splatting radius of a node is determined by the number of messages it contains. It is also constrained with

![Figure 4: E-Map Construction.](image-url)
Algorithm 1 Map Layout Algorithm

Input:
- A list of keyword nodes \( K_i \) with position \( K_i \text{pos}, \) and size \( K_i \text{size}, i = 1, 2, \ldots n_k \);
- A list of message nodes \( M_j \) with position \( M_j \text{pos}, \) and size \( M_j \text{size}, i = 1, 2, \ldots n_m \);
- A list of keyword message edges \( K_j M_j, i = 1, 2, n_k, j = 1, 2, \ldots n_m \);
- A set of reposting links among keyword nodes \( L_i \) with the source \( L_i \text{source}, \) and the target \( L_i \text{target}, i = 1, 2, \ldots n_l \);

Output:
- A list of Voronoi grid points \( V_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots n_v \); A list of city points \( C_j, i = 1, 2, \ldots n_c \);
- A list of town points \( T_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots n_t \); A list of boundary paths for regions \( B_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots n_b \); A list of river paths \( R_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots n_r \); A list of boundary paths for continents and islands \( P_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots n_p \);

1: //Step c: Constructing the Voronoi Grid and Conducting the Splatting
2: grid points \( V = \text{Lloyd(new points(v))} \) and set all \( V_{\text{ads}}, \text{density} = 0 \);
3: for \( i = 0 \ldots n_v - 1 \) do
4: \( \text{index} = \text{FindMeshGrid}(V, K \text{pos})/\text{Find corresponding grid index in Voronoi} \)
5: \( V_{\text{ads}}, \text{size} = K_i, \text{size} \)
6: for \( j = 0 \ldots V_{\text{ads}}, \text{neighbors.length} + 1 \) do
7: \( V_{\text{ads}}, \text{density} += \text{Gaussian}(V_{\text{ads}}, \text{pos}, V_{\text{ads}}, \text{neighbors}[j], \text{pos}, K_i \text{size}) \)
8: end for
9: end for
10: Repeat the splatting process for message nodes \( N_v \) and sampled points from \( L_i \)
11: //Step d: Constructing Cities, Boundaries, and Towns
12: Initialize city points \( C_i \), boundary paths \( B_i \) and town points \( T_i \)
13: for \( i = 0 \ldots n_v - 1 \) do
14: \( \text{index} = \text{FindMeshGrid}(V, K \text{pos}) \)
15: \( C_j, \text{pos} = V_{\text{ads}}, \text{pos} //\text{Constructing cities} \)
16: end for
17: for \( i = 0 \ldots n_v - 1 \) do
18: \( \text{cityIndex} = \text{FindNearestCityPointIndex}(C_i, \text{pos}) \)
19: \( C_j, \text{timeMapping} = \{ \text{domain:} C_i, \text{timeRange:} \{0, C_i, \text{area}\} \}
20: end for
21: for \( i = 0 \ldots n_v - 1 \) do
22: if \( \text{!isAllEqual}(V, \text{neighbors.cityIndex}) \) then
23: \( B_i, \text{push}(V) //\text{Boundary node’s neighbors are not the same} \)
24: end if
25: end for
26: Connect all the connected boundary nodes as final boundaries \( B \)
27: Build \( T \text{cityIndex} \) according to \( \text{link } K \)
28: for \( i = 0 \ldots n_v - 1 \) do
29: \( C_i, \text{timeMapping} = \{ \text{domain:} C_i, \text{timeRange:} \{0, C_i, \text{area}\} \}
30: end for
31: for \( i = 0 \ldots n_v - 1 \) do
32: \( T_i, \text{pos} = C_j, \text{timeMapping}(T_i, \text{timeRange}) //\text{Constructing towns} \)
33: end for
34: //Step e: Constructing Rivers
35: Initialize river points \( R \)
36: for \( i = 0 \ldots n_v - 1 \) do
37: \( \text{source, target} = \text{FindMeshGrid}(V, L \text{source, L \text{target}}) \)
38: \( R, \text{curve} = \text{BuildCurves(source, target)} \) and sample grid points on the curves
39: end for
40: Sort the river points \( R \) based on visiting grid points and merge \( R \) with similar visitings
41: //Step f: Constructing Continents and Islands
42: \( P = \text{Contour(grid points V, seaLevel = 0) /Regions inside P form lands} \)
43: //Step g: Final Tunning
44: \( P = \text{Erosion}(P) //\text{Update boundary paths with erosion effect} \)
45: for \( i = 0 \ldots n_v - 1 \) do
46: for \( j = 1 \ldots R, \text{nodes.length} - 1; j + 1 \) do
47: \( R, \text{nodes}, \text{pos} = \text{Interpolate}(R, \text{nodes}_{j+1}, \text{pos}, R, \text{nodes}_{j}, \text{pos}) \)
48: end for
49: end for

a maximum ratio \( r \) of the width of the map. We choose \( r = 1/10 \) after tuning it. The value of all the triangles in the Voronoi grid is normalized for later calculation of continent and sea.

Conducting Cities, Towns, and Regions: (Figure 4d) We place the cities, as well as the keywords they represent, in the Voronoi grid, based on their positions defined in the layout graph from the previous step. The size of a city is encoded by the attaching number of messages. To achieve the region calculation, we iterate all the triangles in the Voronoi grid and assign each triangle to its nearest city. Thus, we can detect the boundaries by identifying the grid triangles with neighbors belonging to a different city (Algorithm 1 step-d). Within each region, we reorder the message towns and project them from the center city to the region boundaries based on the time they are posted. We provide the aggregation mode to summarize messages with nearer time stamps into one bigger town. The size encodes the number of messages, which is coherent to the scale of the city node. After the boundaries are calculated, we map the positions of the towns. Thus, the time encoding of the town positioning identifies a relative time. A message town comes along much later than the first occurrence of a keyword city and will be positioned on the near boundary of the city region.

Constructing Rivers: (Figure 4e) Rivers indicate the reposting relationship among different regions (keywords). With a source-target keyword pair from \( KK \) in \( E \) of the graph \( G \), we connect all the centers of its passing triangles in the grid to construct a river. There are a lot of rivers calculated. After sorting based on reposting counts, we filter the influential repostings with a threshold. Although we filter the rivers, the crossings of rivers still lead to visual clutter. To further reduce the clutter, we merge the rivers sharing parts of the route (Algorithm 1 step-e). To decide the threshold, we mainly consider the visual complexity of the final map. We keep \( 5 - 10 \) rivers in the overview and the details of reposting behaviors can be explored dynamically on demand to achieve scalability.

Constructing the Continents and Islands: (Figure 4f) Based on the density value after the splatting of cities, towns, and rivers, we can obtain the value distribution of the triangles in the Voronoi grid. By merging those polygons with density values larger than 0, we have continents. Polygons with a density value of 0 become sea and are merged as well. Thus, some isolated continents are regarded as islands. Outlining the contours of sea level in the Voronoi grid, we obtain the boundaries of continents and islands (Algorithm 1 step-f).

Final Tuning of the Map: (Figure 4g) Till now, we place all the features on the Voronoi grid. The final tuning includes the following steps. First, we simulate the erosion process with the PlanchnDarbox algorithm [40]. The process is to change the shape of landforms by simulating the fluvial erosion. Thus, we can get a real-world like map shape along the continent boundaries. Second, the original rivers and boundaries tend to be in a zig-zag fashion along the Voronoi grid. To make them smoother, we relax the positions of those middle points in the paths and interpolate the relaxed positions of their upstream and downstream neighbors. This step results in more natural-looking rivers and boundaries (Algorithm 1 step-g), and eventually, an E-Map that looks like a real map.

The complexity of most algorithmic processes is \( O(n) \), except that the algorithm for tree traversing and sorting processes in the preprocessing stage is \( O(n \log n) \).

5 Spatial Temporal Visual Exploration

We propose a visual analytics pipeline for the exploration of the evolution of an event (Figure 5). It is achieved by visual analytics system to support the exploration of the event map (Figure 6).

5.1 Spatial Temporal Overview

We provide a spatial temporal overview to help users quickly get the big picture of an event. It shows the distribution of important keywords related to the events (Figure 1a). Cities with larger size indicate the widespread participation. The neighboring cities have tight connections, in both their reposting relationship and reposting time. The distribution of the continents and islands also indicates the connections among different themes. We provide several buttons enabling users to toggle the visibility of map features, including density representation, cities, towns, rivers, and region boundaries (Figure 6a).
The temporal view (Figure 6b) allows users to examine the tem-
poral patterns of individual keywords. Keywords of an event are
lined up vertically and ordered by the time they first appear. The
keywords are color-coded by their peaking time of appearance to
aid in their comparison. Figure 6b shows an order with the earliest
keywords on the top, but the order can be reversed interactively. The
X axis is the timeline. Each keyword takes a row, and the blocks on
each row indicate the appearance of keywords in messages. Both
the height and color intensity of the block are used to encode
the number of messages containing the keyword. With this overview,
users can get the hints of keywords bursting at a different time and
gain insight into the evolution patterns of the event.

5.2 Multi-level Spatial Temporal Exploration
City and town are two levels of spatial representations, forming
the hierarchical structure as seen in real maps. To support multi-level
spatial temporal exploration, we provide three types of interactions.

First, users can brush the temporal view. The selected messages
with the specific time range reconstruct the E-Map. The new map
is a subset of the original map and highlights the keywords and
messages in the selected time range. Thus, it helps users better
examine the detailed event features in the selected time ranges.
Further, users can animate the map construction process between
two specified time points (Figure 6g). The expansion of continents is
one important feature of E-Map. With the expansion metaphor, users
can perceive the event evolution with the variance and emergence
of themes. To help users preserve their mental map, we provide a
smooth transition for animating the thematic development processes
of regions, continents, and islands.

Second, users can explore the map in a familiar way as they do
with online real-world maps. We provide navigation, zooming, and
clicking selection for in-depth analysis. When users drill down, the
detailed towns are automatically shown to reflect the hierarchical
structure of the spatial organization. All features including cities,
towns, and rivers are clickable. To further support multi-level explo-
rations, we provide two linked information panels, a message panel
with the map, the message panel provides the related messages with
timestamps, texts, reposting numbers and the participants. The key
player panel shows the statistic information, including how many
messages an individual participant has posted and reposted.

Third, users can apply a free polygon brush on the map, to select
groups of towns for analysis. Each region only uses the most popular
keyword to label its center city, and other less popular keywords are
invisible. After brushing regions, a word cloud will appear on the
map to show these keywords within their region (Figure 1c). The
size of a keyword is determined by its frequency of occurrence.

5.3 Event Evolution Analytics
To further reason why the map changes, we propose event evolution
analysis based on human behaviors. We aim to identify the event
stages with summarized keywords, the behaviors of key players
and their important messages. There are two important features
in exploring event evolution on the map: the trajectories of social
media users and their connections. On one hand, the person who
posts multiple messages would move around different towns on the
map. Thus, trajectories on the map reflect the posting and
reposting of messages with different themes. By summarizing the
aggregated movement patterns on the map, we can tell the stories
of the main trends in the thematic changes of discussions. On the
other hand, messages posted by different persons can be reposted
by others. Each town can be connected with other towns because of
such reposting connections. These connection behaviors with high
influence have been summarized as rivers. In the E-Map, we use
black curve routes to encode the trajectories and use straight gray
links to encode the reposting connections. The thickness of the links
encodes the number of messages (Figure 6a).

We provide two modes for visualizing the trajectories and repost-
ing connections: an individual mode and an aggregated mode. In the
individual mode, links, including both trajectories and connections,
are shown at the town level to represent the relationship among mes-
sages. In the aggregated mode, links are summarized at the city level
by aggregating all messages of towns affiliated with the particular
city (Figure 6a). These two types of links are important because
they help to identify how the event changes and what people may
influence. By sorting the reposting number, users can explore the
messages with high impact. In addition to the aggregation, we add
the filters and toggles for the trajectories and connections, respec-
tively, to further reduce clutter. By brushing the temporal view, users
can see the appearance, disappearance, or assimilation of regions
with these trajectories, which offer the evidence of event evolution.
To enable detailed exploration, we provide a one-dimensional se-
quence view to visualize the trajectory of important users (Figure 6f).
Each rectangle represents a city that an individual user visited. The
x-axis reflects the temporal order, and the height represents the mes-
sage amount from a specific visit. The view is linked with others
and reflects the temporal trends of user behaviors.
We can see that the keywords such as "Gauze, Life, Shandong, "Shameless" to "Junjun" and the local TV show for creating a discussion became broader, new information was revealed to the hospital and doctor involved. However, as more people joined the camp of the "Journalist" and called "Junjun" unreasonable. He provided evidence about "Signing", arguing that "it was because the woman didn't want to sign the surgery to take the gauze out". He led the discussion theme to "Signing", as indicated by the gray straight link of repostings (Figure 6g-S2). Further, more people joined the camp of the "Journalist" and called "Junjun" "Shameless", which formed a new region. However, there were still some active supporters of "Junjun", who blamed the hospital.

At the next stage S3, November 2nd to 3rd, the discussion was reversed entirely. CCTV, the most influential TV outlet in China, investigated the story and found it was the fault of the patient, not the hospital. A new region of "CCTV" emerged on the west side of the map, as did a reposting link from "Gauze" to "CCTV" (Figure 6g-S3), as more people started to talk about the investigation of "CCTV" and suggested to "Punish" the patient. At this stage, several "We Media" of healthcare, such as "DingXiang Yuan" and "Journalist" made great efforts to push the facts to the public. At the next stage S4, November 3rd to 6th, discussions continued, and the public blamed "Junjun" and the local TV show for creating a "rumor" and for their ties with other private hospitals "Putian Hospital", which had a bad reputation in China (Figure 6g-S4). At the final stage S5, November 6th to 8th, the development of the event slowed down, as shown by the relatively stable map, and discussion focused on the reflection of issues, such as "Woman", "Uterus", etc. (Figure 6g-S5).

Figure 6: Spatial temporal visual analytics system of E-Map, including (a) a map view, (b) a temporal view, (c) a message panel, (d) a key player panel, (e) a detailed keyword relationship view, and (f) a sequence view. (g) Time slicing and animation are provided for analyzing event evolution. In this case, five event stages are identified and each stage has its key players. We can analyze how they affect and shape the event development.

To identify the processes of theme development, we provide a detailed keyword reposting view (Figure 6e). Users can brush a region on the map, or select cities or the trajectories to feed information to the keyword reposting view. There are three columns: the keywords from the selected messages are in the middle, and their parent and child keywords in the reposting hierarchy are on the left and right, respectively. The size of a circle is tied to the number of messages containing the keyword. This view can show the information diffusion process involving different keywords (Figure 6e).

In summary, E-Map enables users to explore multi-level details of the dynamics of an event and its evolution at a different level of granularity. The implementation is based on D3.js [7]. We also developed an internal dictionary to support both Chinese and English.

6 Case Study
We present two cases from real-world events in Sina Weibo and demonstrate how our system can help to analyze event evolution.

6.1 Case 1 - Gauze Scandal: A Social Case
In this case, we illustrate an exploration process using the E-Map to understand a bursting event by identifying the event stages, key players, reposting relations and themes evolution. This event is a real-world story starting from a Weibo message, posted by a TV Host, claiming that a woman in August 2016 was left with a piece of gauze inside her body by doctors after surgery. The story was later picked up by the new media, which led to heated discussions on Sina Weibo in October-November 2016, many of which criticized the hospital and doctor involved. However, as more people joined the discussion became broader, new information was revealed to tell an entirely different story (Figure 6). We used the query “Gauze Scandal” (in Chinese) to crawl the Sina Weibo messages. Using the retrieved messages as the seeds, we crawled all messages reposting them. In total, we got 6,963 people and 9,626 messages. Figure 6 shows the procedure of using our E-Map for this analysis. By default, we select the top ten keywords of each time range. After merging keywords and filtering out non-text messages, we finally obtain 60 keywords and their spatial temporal distributions (Figure 6b). We can see that the keywords such as “Gauze, Life, Shandong, Media, Hospital, Doctor, Broadcast” are initially highlighted and continuously discussed (Figure 6a). These keywords outline the beginning of the event. To further analyze the event, we split the timeline and analyzed the event step by step (Figure 6g S1-S5).

At the first stage, S1, from October 30th to 31st, "Junjun", the host of a local TV show, “Life Help”, in Shandong Province, which first picked the story, posted several messages about “Gauze”, asking questions such as “When can we get the gauze out?” (Figure 6g-S1). These were reposted by only a few people. The regions appearing at this stage are largely about the story, the media outlet, the show, hospital, and place. At the next stage S2, November 1st to 2nd, “Junjun” continuously pursued this story and emphasized it was a “Fact”, as indicated by a new region of “Fact” and a curved link between “Gauze” to “Fact”) (Figure 6g-S2). However, other people such as “A journalist with dream” stood out and argued that the hospital and doctor were real victims and the patient with gauze inside was rude and unreasonable. He provided evidence about “Signing”, arguing that “it was because the woman didn’t want to sign the surgery to take the gauze out”. He led the discussion theme to “Signing”, as indicated by the gray straight link of repostings (Figure 6g-S2). Further, more people joined the camp of the “Journalist” and called “Junjun” "Shameless", which formed a new region. However, there were still some active supporters of “Junjun”, who blamed the hospital.

At the next stage S3, November 2nd to 3rd, the discussion was reversed entirely. CCTV, the most influential TV outlet in China, investigated the story and found it was the fault of the patient, not the hospital. A new region of “CCTV” emerged on the west side of the map, as did a reposting link from “Gauze” to “CCTV” (Figure 6g-S3), as more people started to talk about the investigation of “CCTV” and suggested to “Punish” the patient. At this stage, several “We Media” of healthcare, such as “DingXiang Yuan” and “Journalist” made great efforts to push the facts to the public. At the next stage S4, November 3rd to 6th, discussions continued, and the public blamed “Junjun” and the local TV show for creating a "rumor" and for their ties with other private hospitals “Putian Hospital”, which had a bad reputation in China (Figure 6g-S4). At the final stage S5, November 6th to 8th, the development of the event slowed down, as shown by the relatively stable map, and discussion focused on the reflection of issues, such as “Woman”, “Uterus”, etc. (Figure 6g-S5).
Drilling down to the detail, the system helps to analyze how information diffuses and how public opinions change.

6.2 Case 2 - Death of Kim Jong-nam: A Political Case

We analyze the event associated with the death of Kim Jong-nam. On Feb. 14, a person, who died in Malaysia, was recognized as Kim Jong-nam, the brother of the current leader of North Korea. His death quickly became a significant event in social media, particularly after more evidence surfaced to show he died after a poison attack. We used the term “Kim Jeong-nam, North Korea, Malaysia” to search Weibo messages, and got 222,678 messages from 130,197 people. Messages were posted on February 14th to March 17th, 2017.

The map gives us an overview of the event (Figure 7). In the center, we found the keywords “Malaysia, North Korea, Kim Jeong-nam, Kim Jeong-eun, Ambassador, Assassination”, which are the main themes of the event (Figure 7a). Initially at Stage 1 (February 14th to 24th) (Figure 7-b1), although there was no official announcement about who was killed, nearly all news agency accounts and individuals thought the so-called “Kim Jong-nam” and multiple accounts reposted the announcement of the incident discussed with the keywords (Figure 7-b2, b3). One type of voice was from messages like “Kim was killed by his brother, to avoid the regime snatch” (Figure 7-b5). People discussed how such “Assassination” happened and why it occurred in a crowded place in the “Airport” of “Malaysia” (Figure 7-b4). At the same time, the police officers of Malaysia continuously released the findings in the following days. The trajectories from “Police” to “Airport” can be identified (Figure 7-b5, b6). At the end of this stage, a new story about how Kim Jong-nam was killed was announced on February 24th (Figure 7c). There were newly emerging keywords, namely “VX, Nerve, Toxic, Chemical Weapon” (Figure 7-c1, c2). After the description of VX by experts, the public was astonished to see the usage of such an illegal chemical weapon (Figure 7-c3, c4).

In addition to the investigation of the assassination itself, our map reveals the complexity of international affairs with several following events at S3 and S4. During February 28th and March 7th, there were three important issues being discussed (Figure 7d). Malaysia released a North Korean suspect because they lacked the evidence to arrest him on March 4th (Figure 7-d1, d3). We could see the newly emerged keywords “Return”. With this keyword, we found that Malaysia drove the ambassador of North Korea out of the nation on March 7th (Figure 7-d2, d3). Another new keyword was “Rare Earth” (Figure 7-d1, d2). By drilling down to the detail, we found that North Korea decided to stop the export of rare earth to China (Figure 7d4). However, the response from most Chinese was like “It’s just like stopping exporting oil to Saudi Arabia”. Following, the North Korea government committed another “Rogue” action, triggering another round of reposting, playing the blame-game (Figure 7-d6, d7).
offend Malaysia, North Korea forbade all the Malaysians in North Korea from leaving the country. The messages were picked from the keywords regions of “Ambassador, Forbidden, Citizen” (Figure 7-d5). Afterward, in Stage S4, more interference came from the US and South Korea (Figure 7-e1). The main issue discussed was about “THAAD” (Figure 7-e1), which was also related with the “Nuclear” issues of North Korea (Figure 7-e3). Malaysia even wanted to get a “Wizard” to deal with it, which was made fun of by the public (Figure 7-e3, e4). All the behaviors reflect the conflicting situation in the Korea Peninsula.

For the recent political event, we are amongst the first to construct the map and analyze the event evolution. The event is still on-going, and our E-Map can load more data to support further analysis. We can analyze the evolution of chained events and identify multiple aspects of events.

We also collected feedback from a media expert on our system. We presented our system to him and he indicated that “It’s easy to understand that the dynamic changing process of the E-Map is the process of event evolution. Such a metaphor is intuitive. Especially the interactions on such a map can help us to explore the significant events and users’ behavior in social media as a whole”.

7 DISCUSSION

We discuss the advantages and limitations of our E-Map. E-Map constructs the semantic features in spatial temporal space to help the understanding of complex events. We address both the dynamic patterns and thematic diffusion features of the events. In particular, the support for exploring spatial temporal features in an intuitive map metaphor allows users to find key players, their behaviors (trajectories), their influences (reposting links), and event development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theme</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reposting</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Player</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-level Exploration</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Evolution</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Form</td>
<td>Rectangle</td>
<td>Hexagon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of three map-like visualizations for social media.

We compare our E-Map with two other designs that also use a map metaphor, namely CompactMap [33] and D-Map [13] (Table 1). CompactMap explicitly visualizes the dynamic message flow with time information but lacks the support for analyzing reposting behaviors, which are important to understanding how they affect the dynamics of events. D-Map focuses on ego-centric information diffusion and considers reposting behaviors and key player behaviors. However, event evolution patterns are not addressed in D-Map. In comparison, our method integrates reposting behaviors and event evolution tightly and allows deeper analysis of the dynamics of event developments and possible causes. Also, our design offers two more advantages. Firstly, our map visual metaphor is more tightly and naturally embedded with the semantics of event features, potentially simplifying user interactions. Secondly, we leverage multi-level spatial temporal analysis methods to support the understanding of complex reposting behaviors in the context of event analysis. This approach improves the scalability of data handling.

There are some design trade-offs and scalability issues of E-Map. Firstly, the maximum number of cities and towns could be $10^4$ when the map displays on a standard screen with 1920x1080 resolution. However, due to the perception scalability, the current map shows at most $10^3$ keywords as cities. A filter is applied to keywords of social media messages so that the map would not be cluttered. The map cannot be infinitely large, and too many keywords can make it overcrowded. We have to balance between sufficient keywords for semantic significance and a clear map view for effective interaction and navigation. Secondly, we only assign one keyword to one message so that the location of a message is unique on the map. In reality, a message contains one or more keywords or no keyword at all. If we had taken whatever keywords a message may have in deciding its location, a stable map would be impossible to get because of the unpredictability of the location of a message with multiple keywords. Thus, we choose the keyword with the highest percentage of occurrence in a message and then project the message uniquely on the map. To compensate for the loss of information, we allow users to explore all the keywords distributions of messages with the word cloud by brushing specific regions. Thirdly, the capability of the map can currently handle $10^3$ social media messages as tested in the second case. Our E-Map has a limitation in its pre-processing time. If the message amount is large, the text pre-processing time, including time to extract keywords, calculating TF-IDF and force-directed layout iteration, would limit the efficiency. After preprocessing once, users can interact with the map. We will apply parallel text mining algorithms in the future to provide on-the-fly processing. Moreover, we envision to improve the E-Map by combining the topic modeling techniques with keyword analysis. With suitable topic modeling techniques for short messages, we can replace the keywords with summarized topics to enhance the theme evolution analysis with new E-Maps.

The current E-Map design takes a heuristic approach, in which the positions of semantic features are generated based on the force-directed layout with the topological relationship of extracted messages, keywords, and virtual time nodes. However, though it can disclose the semantic similarity efficiently, it is not yet a metric space as the distance between nodes does not follow the distance requirement in a metric space strictly. The graph drawing approach would cause visual ambiguities to impede the understanding of the network structure [45, 55] (e.g. the neighboring cities might not be close in semantics). Therefore, we add the boundaries, continents, and islands as semantic features to reduce such bias. Secondly, first-time users might mistake our data as geo-tagged social media data. However, our focus is the reposting messages without geographic information. Thirdly, since our map is a visual metaphor, it is not entirely equal to the map in spatial analysis. Currently, only the distance but not the direction or orientation plays a relevant role. We envision to add restrictions on the initial layout, to pull different direction forces with semantic meaning (e.g. time or other high-dimensional features). Thus, we can further improve on the expressiveness of E-Map.

8 CONCLUSION

We propose a novel visualization method, E-Map, to provide an explorable map to support the analysis of an event from different perspectives. With social media messages about an event of interest, we transform messages, keywords of messages, reposting behaviors, and related keywords into such map features as towns, cities, rivers, and connected regions in a continent or an island. With the vivid map construction, we also provide spatial temporal visual analytics techniques for the exploration of the event evolution based on related features. We also presented two case studies of using our system to understand real-world events. The system helps to identify interesting patterns of event development, key players, and the ways they shape and affect the development of an event.
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